
Multiplication Policy 

EYFS 

 Count in steps of two, five and ten 

 Explore equal groups e.g. Sharing plates  

 Doubling and halving 

Y1 

NC 2014 Solve one-step problems involving multiplication and division, by 

calculating the answer using concrete objects, pictorial 

representations and arrays with the support of the teacher. 

 Count in steps of two, five and ten 

 Doubling 

 Grouping  

 Using arrays  

 Use repeated addition to demonstrate multiplication writing equations to 

support  

 

Known 

facts: 

Count in multiples of twos, fives and tens. 

Essential 

knowledge: 

- Count back in 2s 

- Count back in 10s 

- Count back in 5s 

- Halves up to 10 

- Halve multiples of 10 

- How many 2s? 5s? 10s? 

Y2 



NC 2014 Calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division 

within the multiplication tables and write them using the 

multiplication (x), division (÷) and equals (=) signs. 

 Commutativity – understanding that multiplication equations can be written 

in any order 

 Recall of facts (2s, 5s and 10s) in and out of sequence  

 GD – Deductions outside known multiplication facts  

 GD - Counting in steps of 3  

Known 

facts: 

Recall and use x and ÷ facts for the 2, 5 and 10 x tables, including 

recognising odd and even numbers. 

Essential 

knowledge: 

- Division facts (2x table) 

- Division facts (10x table) 

- Division facts (5x table) 

- Halves up to 20 

- Review division facts (2x, 5x, 10x 

tables) 

- Count back in 3s 

Y3 

NC 2014 Write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and 

division using the multiplication tables that they know, including 2 

digit numbers times 1 digit numbers progressing to formal written 

methods. 

 Use of known facts & place value to make deductions e.g 5 x 5 = 25 so 5 x 

50 = 250. 16/1 JBD 

 Understand the relationship with division (fact families) 

 Associative law e.g 2 x 3 x 4 = 24 is the same as 3 x 4 x 2 = 24.  

 Use partitioning for TU x U/TO x O     



   

 GD – Begin to use a short algorithm (Y4 expanded method) 

Known 

facts: 

Recall and use x and ÷ facts for the 3, 4 and 8 x tables 

Essential 

knowledge: 

- Division facts (2x, 5x & 10x 

table 

- Division facts (4x table) 

- Division facts (8x table) 

- Halve 2 digit numbers 

- Division facts (3x table) 

- Division facts (6x table) 

Y4 

NC 2014 Practise to become fluent in the formal written method of short division 

with exact answers (see Mathematics Appendix 1). 

 Distribute law – partitioning and understanding the two products need to be 

added together  

 

 Use a formal algorithm for a short method  expanded then compact 

(compact - method model A) 



   

 Multiply by 10 and 100 (method model B) 

 

 

 

 

Known 

facts: 

Recall x and ÷ facts for x tables up to 12 x 12. 

Essential 

knowledge: 

- Division facts (4x & 8x table) 

- Division facts (3x, 6x & 12x 

table) 

- Division facts (3x & 9x table) 

- 10 x smaller 

- Halve larger numbers and decimals 

- Division facts (11x & 7x tables) 

Y5 

NC 2014 
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 1 digit number using the formal 

written method of short division and interpret remainders appropriately 

for the context (as remainders, as fractions, as decimals or by 

rounding, e.g. 98 ÷ 4 =   = 24 r2 = 24 ½= 24.5 ≈ 25). 

Solve problems involving multiplication and division including using 

knowledge of factors and multiples, squares and cubes.   Solve 

problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 

and a combination of these, including understanding the meaning of 

the equals sign. Solve problems involving multiplication and division 

including scaling by simple fractions and problems involving simple 

rates. 

 Multiply by 10, 100 and 1000 (method model B) 

 



 

 

 

 Use a formal algorithm for a long method (method model C) 

 

Known 

facts: 

Know and use the vocabulary of prime numbers, prime factors and 
composite (non-prime) numbers.  Recall prime numbers up to 19 

Essential 

knowledge: 

- Division facts (4x & 8x 

tables) 

- Division facts (3x, 6x & 12x 

tables; 3x & 9x tables) 

- 100, 1000 times smaller 

- Partition to divide mentally 

 

Y6 

NC 2014 Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 2 digit whole number using the 

formal written method of long division, and interpret remainders as 

whole number remainders, fractions, or by rounding, as appropriate to 

the context. 

Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 2 digit number using the formal 

written method of short division where appropriate, interpreting 

remainders according to the context. 

Solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division. 

 All of the above 

 Multiply within the context of very large numbers 

 Multiply within the context of two decimal places (method models D & E) 

 



 

 

 

                                            

Known 

facts: 

Identify common factors, common multiples and prime numbers 
 

Essential 

knowledge: 

- Division facts up to 12x12 

- Apply place value to derive 

division facts e.g. 12 ÷ 3 = 4 

so 1.2 ÷ 3 = 0.4 

- Halve larger numbers and decimals 

- Partition to divide mentally 

including decimals 
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